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Press release
Schätti Leuchten Designers’ Saturday November 4th to 6th 2016, at location Girsberger, Bützberg

Jörg Boner stages Schätti Leuchten
SCHÄTTI LEUCHTEN participates for the third time at the Designers’ Saturday, Switzerland’s most important venue for
designers and design. In 2012 and 2014 Jörg Boner’s presentations of the Schätti Leuchten were awarded the bronce
and the gold award.

Jörg Boner’s dialogue with the wood workshop
Jörg Boner’s presentation for Schätti Leuchten is inspired by the colours, materials and textures of carpentry workshop
of the hosting company Girsberger. Jörg Boner creates a dense visual impression deceiving visitors with newly designed
elements which look on first glance like they have always been there. He thereby set in the workshop a perfect stage
for the Schätti luminaires.

Rendering of Jörg Boner’s staging of the Schätti collection at Designers’ Saturday
(please check the Press Download section of www.schaett-leuchten.ch for photographs of the presentation after Nov 4th 2016).

New products by Jörg Boner
Jörg Boner’s presentation at the Designers’ Saturday focuses on a group of the new CIRCULAR luminaires. The elegant
round lamp extends the Schätti collection by a various floor standing, table top, pendant and ceiling luminaires. They
meet the requirements of modern work and living spaces.
For the CIRCULAR F floor standing lamp Jörg Boner shapes the characteristic metal band to a round conical lamp head.
The foot stands solid and is yet fine. The round tube carrying the head stays slim and the simple to use switch sets an
accent on the tube. The floor standing lamp comes in two diameters (400 and 600mm), two light colours (3000 and
4000K) and two heights. The powerful and highly efficient luminaires have light flux of 2000 to more than 10’000
lumen.
The pendant lamp CIRCULAR P and the ceiling lamp CIRCULAR C are available in three diameters (300, 400 and
600mm). They complete the Circular family and can be perfectly fitted with all the other products of Schätti Leuchten.
New and convenient for light planning: starting in early November the data of the Schätti Leuchten collection are
available in RELUX, the professional Swiss light planning software.

Schätti Leuchten collection by Jörg Boner
Schätti Leuchten develops light for workspaces and architecture.
The 80-year-old family enterprise Schätti designs and manufactures lighting fixtures and small home appliances at
Schwanden, in the Swiss Alps. The project Schätti Leuchten emerged and matured during the many years of successful
collaboration between the designer Jörg Boner and the entrepreneur Thomas Schätti.
ANDAR wall lights are equipped with dimmable, highly efficient LED modules and a driver with DALI
interface. The conical metal band of the ANDAR defines its elegant shape. The luminaire is available in 463 and 623
mm of height, in different light intensities and light colours of 3000K or 4000K. The ANDAR DIB edition allows to
switch and dim the direct and indirect light components individually. The ANDAR 623 DI E model fulfils the special
requirements of an emergency lamp. The lights are available in a fine structured white or in a variety of colours on
request. The ANDAR has an energy rating of A+.
ECLAR is a contemporary LED standard lamp with a subdued yet distinctive design. The lamp is modularly
designed, easily set up in just a few steps, and simple to use. ECLAR is dimmable and optionally equipped with a
sensor for ambient light and motion. The Minergie ® certified ECLAR LED standard lamp has the energy rating A++.
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ECLAR is glare-free (UGR < 16). The ECLAR’s refined metal grid does not just define the lamps character, the grid
creates glare-free which makes the standard lamp perfectly suited for standing desks.
PENDAR is a pendant lamp with a subtle design. The LED modules and a driver with DALI interface are
integrated into the luminaire. The highly efficient LED modules emit a glare-free, harmonic light. PENDAR is available
in the light temperatures of 3000K and 4000K. The PENDAR has an energy rating of A+. The version PENDAR C can
be mounted directly to the ceiling.
TABULAR LED is a standard floor lamp for 2 to 4 workplaces and very easy to assemble. The lamp head with
integrated LED modules and drivers is carried centrally by a slender metal tube. The direct and indirect lighting can be
controlled individually. The white powder coated luminaire is equipped with a motion sensor and an ambient light
sensor. The LED lamp TABULAR is rated energy class A+.
SIDAR with its characteristic pleated lampshade made from metal lamellae “the fabric of a metal factory” is a
sketch by Jörg Boner and Christian Deuber. The SIDAR lights, produced by Schätti in Schwanden since 2009, have
made their way into the Schätti Leuchten collection in 2014. The direct light shines downwards through an opaque
panel. Around the metal shade and on the ceiling, a decorative lighting situation is created. The SIDAR F standard
light rises from a raw, massive concrete base. All SIDAR lamps have universal E27 sockets.
DRI is a peculiar table lamp in many ways, and features astonishing light effects. Its structure: The 3 identical
sheet metal parts which carry the trifoliate lampshade, are hold together by the E27 socket and two discs. Its origin: In
2009 for the Schätti’s 75th anniversary, Jörg Boner designed the DRI lamp customized for the Schätti metal ware
production. And its name: DRI refers to the trifoliate shape and to the three brothers of Schätti’s third generation.

Swiss Made
Schätti is a versatile metal ware and appliance producer and visitors can discover many production processes on a
compact space. Schätti luminaires are therefore Swiss Made and Schätti is able to meets special requirements set by
the clients.

Jörg Boner productdesign
Since 2001, Jörg Boner runs his design studio in Zürich. Together with his team, he develops furniture, lights and
industrial products for collections and manufacturing companies at home and abroad. Jörg Boner is one of
Switzerland’s most important contemporary designers and was honoured with the Swiss Grand Prix Design in 2011.
For Schätti Leuchten’s collection, the designer Jörg Boner did not attempt to reinvent the office luminaire. The challenge
much rather was to remain within the typologies of the pre-LED era, found for example in the classic structure of the
ECLAR and TABULAR standard lights: base, stand, luminaire head. “I find it interesting to sketch an object that the
customer does not have to think about. A product they just use. It is a light, and it emits light. Nevertheless, it becomes
clear how much it differs from its competitors once you take a closer look at the details: the metal grid underneath the
LED, the formulation of the luminaire head, the switch, the cable outlet.”, Jörg Boner says about his blueprint for Schätti
Leuchten.
For additional information, photographic footage and specifications please check the Press Download section of
www.schaetti-leuchten.ch
or please contact: Thomas Schätti +41 79 345 87 18 (during Designers’ Saturday 2016) or Monica Wissmann +41
79 900 80 29 (Monday - Thursday)
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